
we can help you define 
your AI strategy that 
will add value to 
your business 

THE WORLD HAS CHANGED

Leading organizations expect to double 
the number of Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

projects in place within the next year

Source
Gartner 2020 CIO Agenda 

Survey (registration).

The use of AI has become the biggest commercial 
opportunity for companies everywhere. 

over 40% 
of them plan to deploy AI 

solutions by the end of 2020. * 

Do you know what this means for your organisation? 

Do you know where to start?

We discover, by understanding your 
needs and identifying any opportunities 
to exploit. 

We analyse, by evaluating your processes & data 
in terms of how it can offer new opportunities 
and how it can be further monetised; 

We report, by identifying your knowledge 
gaps and preconceptions about AI;

We assess costs and identify fiscal benefits;

We undertake a commercial 
& gap analysis

We create an AI Strategy 
and propose specific solutions

We assess the latest industry tech and 
suggest how we can enhance it for you; 

We carry out a competitor analysis 
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THE FUTURE OF AI IN YOUR HANDS

Artificial Intelligence Consultancy & Build 

A Fountech.ai company

We are continually looking to help organisations to start their AI journey and we know that small-steps are 
preferable to giant leaps when it comes to adopting an AI-centric strategy.  As such, we have developed a 
preliminary service designed for you. This is our AI Proof of Value (POV) offering. 

Our POV will enable your organisation to quickly and cost-effectively understand how it could benefit from 
customised AI solutions.  The POV examines the feasibility and potential profitability of using AI to identify 
opportunities and address challenges. We propose an AI strategy and recommend specific solutions.  It is an 
in-depth study of your organisation, identifying what a program or single solution would look like, understanding the 
required investment, potential benefits and includes a cost-benefit analysis.

At Fountech Solutions, we live and breathe AI.

 

Let us help you understand how AI might be deployed to help you achieve your objective. 

Contact us https://www.fountech.solutions/ai-proof-of-value

https://www.fountech.solutions/ai-proof-of-value
https://www.gartner.com/en/publications/2020-cio-agenda

